
 

Rise of the Rocket Stars Characters  
 

The Suicide Squad  

Reckless, eccentric group of rocketry experimenters on California Institute of Technology campus 

in the 1930s, core of what became the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

 Frank Malina –  Caltech student, born in Czechoslovakia, chief engineer of the rocket plane 

project; made director of JPL in 1944; left the lab in the 1950s, a casualty of McCarthyism. 

 Jack Parsons – the chemist of the group; talked about sci fi stories as if they were real; later 

left his wife Helen and joined a bizarre, cultlike religion  

 Ed Forman – the machinist of the group, Jack’s friend since junior high 
 

 A.M.O. Smith – Caltech grad student who joined the group in 1936 

 Hsue-Shen Tsien –  Caltech grad student who joined the group in 1936, became an expert in 

V-2 rockets in WWII; chosen to interview German rocket experts and Nazi war criminals 

*Wernher von Braun and *Rudolf Hermann after they were captured; under 

McCarthyism, labeled a traitor and he and his family held under house arrest for 5 years and 

then deported to China, where he later became “Father of Chinese Rocketry.” 
 

 Barbara “Barby” Canright – computer and the first woman on the pre-JPL team 

 Richard Canright – Barby’s husband, later promoted to JPL engineer 
 

 Weld Arnold –Caltech astrophysics department assistant who provided early funding and 

acted as the group’s photographer 

 Theodore von Kármán – Frank’s graduate school advisor who acted as director for a $1000 

research grant from the National Academy of Sciences in 1939; later awarded the inaugural 

National Medal of Science by President Kennedy  

 Lieutenant Homer Boushey – army pilot for the early rocket plane tests 

 Dorothy Lewis – Frank’s secretary 

 Clark Millikan – aeronautics professor at Caltech who wanted Frank’s role as director 

 Sally Crane – JPL’s telephone operator 
 

Detractors of the project 

 Vannevar Bush – engineering professor at MIT 

 Jerome Hunsaker –aeronautics department head at MIT 

 Fritz Zwicky – one of Frank’s professors at Caltech 
 

New computer hires 

 Freeman Kincaid – the lone male computer; left to join the Merchant Marine in WWII 

 Melba Nead – left to work for North American Aviation in 1950; returned to JPL in 1961 

having learned modern computer programming 

 Virginia  “Ginny” Prettyman – briefly married to Macie’s son 

 Macie “Bobby” Roberts – later promoted to supervisor and impacted the lab by choosing to 

select additional women as computers to join the team; retired in 1959 
 

Next wave of computer hires (late 1940s, early 1950s) 

 Helen Yee Chow – born in Hong Kong, studied at Canton College, earned a full scholarship 

to the University of Notre Dame, majoring in art and minoring in math; as talented as any of 

the engineers, she had an exceptional knowledge of mathematics and worked quickly and 



accurately; became head of the newly organized JPL computer department in 1960; married 

Arthur Ling, who had been student body president at Canton and much later a mechanic at 

JPL; Helen left JPL when son Patrick was born in 1961, but returned in seven weeks; almost 

immediately became pregnant, returned to work six weeks after Eve’s birth, leaving both 

babies with her mother; given title of engineer in late 1960s; retired in 1994 

 Barbara Lewis – from Ohio, only girl in her math classes; trained the new computers hired 

by Macie; Miss Guided Missile contestant; became supervisor when Macie retired; was 

nicknamed “Blip” when she married Harry Paulson in 1959; fired while pregnant when she 

applied for a parking space closer to the lab; returned to JPL when her daughter was seven 

months old; did NOT apply for a better parking spot when she became pregnant again; given 

title of engineer in late 1960s; retired in 1993 

 Coralie Pearson – computer who recognized a discrepancy in the Bumper WAC tests, 

enabling a correction which led to success 

 Janez Lawson – graduated from UCLA with a chemical engineering degree; daughter of 

Hillard Lawson, first African-American city council member in Santa Monica; sent by JPL 

to IBM training school; one of the first to do computer programming at JPL; married 

Theodore Bordeaux; left JPL when she became pregnant 

 Marie Crowley – hired after working at data reduction group at Aerojet (also founded by the 

Suicide Squad); transferred to chemistry department to test liquid propellants; married Paul, a 

soldier in the Korean War; left JPL when she became pregnant 

 Ginny Swanson Anderson –  

 Patsy Nyeholt – 

 Margaret “Margie” Behrens – wanted to understand what her calculations meant so asked 

questions and “bristled against authority”; fellow computers worried about her romance with 

one of the engineers – “she’s too smart for him”; left to have three babies in three years, then 

returned to the lab; divorced after four children; given title of engineer in late 1960s; 

remarried to engineer Derry Lee Brunn; divorced and left the lab after two more children 

 Susan Greene – native Californian, gifted in math and science; married Pete Finley; 

suffered depression after losing her newborn son; became pregnant again as the computers 

were learning FORTRAN in the 1960s, left after two children, only to return six years later; 

divorced in 1970s; still at JPL after fifty-eight years (latest mission was the Juno project, 

which began orbiting Jupiter in July 2016 

 Nancy Evans – 

 

The powers that be 

 *Werner von Braun – legendary former SS officer, war criminal, and rocket expert brought 

to  JPL to work with Project Orbiter, a satellite to orbit Earth; the Redstone rocket was based 

on von Braun’s V-2 missile, which had done so much damage to London during WWII; died 

of pancreatic cancer in 1977 

 William Pickering – director of the Jet Propulsion Lab 

 Thomas Watson Jr. – president of IBM, which developed the IBM 701 computer that took 

up an entire room 

 Lloyd Berkner – physicist who conceived of the International Geophysical Year project 

 Anatoly Blagonravov – 1957 Soviet delegate to IGY who announced the Soviets were close 

to launching a satellite 



 Neil McElroy – Secretary of Defense who, after Sputnik, despite pleadings from von Braun 

that JPL could put up a satellite in sixty days, refused to allow JPL to attempt a launch when 

it became clear the Navy’s project Vanguard was not succeeding 

 Major General John Medaris – von Braun’s commander who argued a satellite launch 

would take ninety days 

 Massachusetts Senator (later President) John F. Kennedy – accused President 

Eisenhower of “complacent miscalculations, penny-pinching [etc.] “ and therefore having 

“unforgivably let the Soviets win.” 

 Jay Barbree – radio reporter who announced live  the failure of Vanguard on Dec. 6, 1957 

 Donald Quarles – Deputy Secretary of Defense who testified the army should have been 

given the task of developing the satellite from the beginning, starting rumblings of need for a 

separate space agency 

 James Van Allen – University of Iowa astrophysicist who developed rocket instrumentation 

that would work with either Project Vanguard or Project Orbiter 

 General Medaris – commander at Cape Canaveral 

 Richard Hirsch – member of the National Security Council who named the JPL satellite 

Explorer 

 Richard Feynman – famed physicist, now (1958) at Caltech 

 Al Hibbs – Feynman’s former PhD student, now (1958) director of Space Science at JPL 

 Lee DuBridge – president of Caltech 

 Abe Silverstein – new head of NASA’s Office of Space Flight Programs, under whom JPL 

officially became part of NASA but continued to be managed by Caltech; chose names for 

manned flights to the moon (e.g. Apollo) 

 Dr. Max Faget –  engineer in the new Space Task Group based in Houston who designed the 

spacecraft that would carry Americans into space 

 Ethel Boone Gant – inventor of panty hose 

 President Richard Nixon – saw NASA as political, a Kennedy endeavor, not of scientific 

value 

 Hosea Williams – one of the leaders of African-American protesters’ March Against Moon 

Rocks at Cape Kennedy, “protesting our country’s inability to choose humane priorities” 

following the disaster of Apollo 13 

 Carl Sagan – scientist who took part in JPL missions for years (Mariner, Pioneer, Viking) 

 Bruce Murray – new director of JPL (1977) 

 Jean Westwood – chair of the Democratic National Committee who accused President 

Nixon of awarding space contracts for his own political benefit 
 

Astronauts and cosmonauts 

 Walter M. Schirra Jr., Donald K. “Deke” Slayton, John H. Glenn Jr., Scott Carpenter, 

Alan B. Shepherd Jr., Virgil I. “Gus” Grissom, L. Gordon Cooper, Jr. – the seven 

astronauts selected for Project Mercury (Grissom would die in the Apollo I fire, along with 

Ed White and Roger Chaffee) 

 Yuri Gagarin – Soviet cosmonaut who was the first human in space aboard Vostok 1. 

 Neil Armstrong – first man on the moon 

 Buzz Aldrin – second man on the moon 

 Charles “Pete” Conrad, Alan L. Bean – astronauts aboard Apollo 12 who retrieved parts of 

Surveyor 3  



 Commander Jerry Carr – one of the last astronauts to leave the space station Skylab before 

it fell in 1979 

 Jim Lovell – Apollo 13 astronaut famous for the line, “Houston, we’ve had a problem.”  

 Georgi Dobrovolski, Vladislav Volkov, Viktor Parsayev – Soviet cosmonauts who died 

aboard Soyuz II 

 Sally Ride – first American woman astronaut in space aboard Challenger 

 Christa McAulifee – teacher and first civilian in space; killed along with Gregory Jarvis, 

Judith A. Resnik, Francis R. Scobee, Ronald F. McNair, Michael J. Smith, Ellison 

Onizuka when challenger exploded in 1986 
 

And yet more computers  

 Janet Davis – Master’s degree in math from Carnegie Mellon; when interviewed by Gates, 

told she wouldn’t last long, that she would soon get pregnant 

 Joanie Lee – graduate in mathematics  from University of Southern California 

 Sylvia Lundy – math degree from Douglas College; trained in programming at Rutgers 

under systems engineer Mrs. Droege; married David, engineering student at Caltech but 

divorced a few years later ; worked on programming challenges to make The Grand Tour 

possible; married engineer Lanny Miller; retired in 2008 after forty years at JPL 

 Phyllis Buwakla – advanced to Mission Design manager 

 Merrilyn Gilchrist – 

 Kathy Thuleen – first of the computers to have her name included on a published paper 

 Nancy Key – 
 

Miscellaneous engineers at JPL and NASA 

 Bill Hoover – one of the engineers who objected to Barbara being made supervisor, argued 

that a man should have the job; 

 Dr. Clarence R. “John” Gates – PhD in electrical engineering, Barbara Paulson’s boss at 

JPL who agreed she could work right up to the time she gave birth 

 Roger Bourke – engineer who felt the injustice of women’s names not being added to 

publication credits; added Kathy Thuleen’s name to paper on altitude-control system on 

Mariner 5 

 Dick Grumm – inadvertently added colored numbers to digital images when could not buy 

chalk, had to take pastels instad 

 Roger “Bubbles” Broucke – chubby Belgian who sketched out a mission featuring a rocket 

that would release a whole set of Ranger probes, each bound for a different planet 

 Len Efron – nicknamed Leona 

 Charles “Chuck” Vegos – recipient of Helen’s joke of burning the edges of the data papers 

as “data reduction” 

 Richard Wallace – known for passing out good-luck peanuts whenever a launch was 

scheduled; crafted a Christmas tree for the lab  out of chicken wire 

 Paul Muller – annoyed by the “highly flammable” Christmas tree 

 Sol Galom – avid chess player who played chess with the computers as they waited for 

launches 

 Charley Kohlhase, John Casani  – Voyager’s Mission Design manager and the project 

manager; named The Grand Tour of the solar system mission “Voyager” 

 Gentry Lee – section manager who introduced the term “proper paranoia” in reference to the 

need for everyone to check their work 

 Bradford Smith – leader of JPL imaging science team 



 Allan McDonald, Roger Boisjoly – NASA engineers who urged delay of the Challenger 

launch because of concerns about the O-ring and the temperature 

 Johnny Driver – Barbara’s boss on the Galileo project 

 Lanny Miller – JPL engineer with PhD in nuclear physics; became Sylvia Lundy Miller’s 

second husband 

 Dennis Tito – JPL engineer who became billionaire space tourist 

 Donna Shirley – manager of the Mars Exploration Program 
 

Revolution of the personal computer 

 Jack Kilby – Texas Instruments employee who came up with the idea of a chip  

 Marcian “Ted” Hoff – Intel engineer credited with invention of the microprocessor 

 Grace Hopper – navy rear admiral who popularized the term “debugging” for fixing a 

computer problem while a research fellow at Harvard University  

 Bill Gates, Paul G. Allen – adapted BASIC programming language and started their own 

company, Microsoft 

 Stephen Wozniak, Steve Jobs – computer engineers who started Apple 

 

 

 


